“We’re all pretty bizarre. Some of us are just
better at hiding it, that’s all.”
— Andy, The Breakfast Club
1. Shooter begins with this movie quote. Why is
this a fitting quote for Shooter?
REFLECT: Though it comes from the 80s, would
you say it’s a fitting quote for teenagers today?
““The problem with stereotypes is not that
they are untrue but that they are incomplete.
They make one story become the only story.”
— Chimamanda Adichie
2. What is a stereotype? What happens when we
are known by one story?
REFLECT: What is one story most people use to
define you?
“Be the author of your own life.”
— Mrs. Carter’s poster
3. What does that mean? In what ways do
Hogan, Isabelle, Alice or Xander let others write
their lives?
REFLECT: Who is writing yours?
4. Imagine a sequel set ten years later at St. F.X.
High School Reunion. What’s life like for Hogan,
Isabelle, Noah, Xander, and Alice in 2026? Who
would you cast in this movie?
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Discussion Questions

Use REFLECT questions to dig deeper in your
discussion or as writing prompts in your journal.
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5. Choose a character and use one word as
described by:
• others
• himself/herself
• you
6. Which character did you relate to most? Why?
REFLECT: How would the story change if you (or
other people) were in the bathroom with them
that day?
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Interview with Caroline Pignat
Where did you get the idea for Shooter?
I was inspired by The Breakfast Club movie and
loved the idea of kids being forced to share their
stories and realize how similar they really are.
Which character were you like in school?
Academically, I was a nerd, like Alice. Yay Nerds!
Rules and marks mattered to me and I loved to
write, though I rarely shared it. Like Izzy, I was
also school president and a perfectionist who
stressed a lot about school spirit and living up to
expectations. (Confession: I didn’t get accepted
into teacher’s college until my third year
applying. #drama!) I like to brag that, like Hogan,
I was defensive captain and MVP on my high
school’s touch football team — even though my
kids still don’t believe me.
Are these characters based on specific
people you know?
They are fictional, but I hope that they feel real
and relatable. After years of teaching grade 12
Writer’s Craft, I noticed that most students go
through similar experiences and often feel alone
in their struggles. If we were more open and
willing to share our stories, I think we’d find
strength in each other.
Why did you use such diﬀerent forms?
As I got to know each character, I saw their way
of relating with their world. For Izzy, it’s text. For
Xander, it’s photos and his journal. For Noah, it’s
his poetic and sensory way of experiencing.
Alice and Hogan used story though hers was
fiction and his was regret.
What helps you write in so many POVs?
I spend months digging into my characters and
figuring out their hopes and fears through
research, memory, empathy and imagination. It
makes each voice real.

Read and Roll
After you’ve read the novel, roll the dice.
One chooses your character and the other
chooses your question.
1. Hogan
2. Alice
3. Noah
4. Isabelle
5. Xander
6. Your choice — or yourself.
1. How is this character “locked down” in their
life? What fear is holding them back?
2. What’s this character’s use to help them make
sense of their world?
3. What helps them get over their prejudices
about each other?
4. The outer conflict is the lockdown threat but
what is this character’s inner conflict?
5. How does this character change during the
novel?
6. What’s your first impression of this character
and why?

Off the Grid

Caroline made a character grid to help her
understand how these characters would
interact and relate. She asked:
• What do they have in common (including
interests, history, personality, etc)?
• Who are they least like?
• Who annoys them?
• What do they learn from that person?
After you’ve read Shooter, brainstorm your grid*
for these characters.
Use a blank grid and try it with characters from
other novels/movies or your own life story.
* Print grids from www.carolinepignat.com

Empathy Activities
DON’T LABEL ME:
Brainstorm a list of stereotypes we might have
heard used at school for example: jock, nerd, or
class clown. Write them on labels and stick one
label on each person’s back. Without telling the
other person their ‘label’ interact with them the
way you typically see someone with that label
being treated. After 2-3 minutes, see if each
person can guess their label. Discuss how it felt
to act or be treated that way.
COMMON THREAD:
Divide into smaller groups. Each group has 3
minutes to list things they have in common. The
group with the longest list wins.
SAME! GAME:
Give each student the SAME! Game* cards from
the website. Have them write their answer to
each square. As they find someone who shares
that in common, they get their signature in the
square. Full card or row wins, depending on time.
WHAT’S YOUR STORY:
Cut the sentence strips (and/or have students
write their own) and pull them from a hat.
• My favourite superhero is…
• I wish I had the superpower of…
• My favourite movie quote is…
• If I had $10,000 I would…
• People compliment me most about my…
• My favourite food is definitely…
• I will never get tired of…
• Most people don’t know that I…
• The one thing I can’t live without is…
• The two words that best describe me are…

* Print SAME!Game from www.carolinepignat.com

